An Evolution in Cleaner Indoor Air

ELECTROSTATIC
ES AIR FILTER
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Take your first steps to
Cleaner Indoor Air
SlimFit - ElectroStatic
Air Filter
• Permanent • Washable • Self Charged

Why Indoor Air Quality Matters to All of Us!

Our homes trap unwanted
indoor air pollutants.

It is now well known that indoor air environments can affect
the Health of the people who live in them. As energy costs
have risen, air tightness in our homes has increased. This
increase has created the phenomena of “trapped indoor air
pollutants”. Statistics show, we now spend a remarkable
90%* of our lives indoors. We live, work, grow & play in
artificial environments. The concern is, are they healthy? *EPA

What can the Respicaire ElectroStatic ES Filter do for you?
The Respicaire ElectroStatic ES air filter is a permanent air filter for your home heating and cooling system.
With the Respicaire ES filter you will never need to replace your throw-away furnace filters again.
The Respicaire ES has been engineered to significantly outperform home air filters. This is due to our
unique electro-static materials that create a mild static charge as air passes through them. This causes the
material to attract and hold airborne contaminants. This electro-static attraction helps to clean your
indoor air by removing airborne contaminants. Our unique multi-stage design provides superior filtering
efficiencies and our inner collection chamber ensures long service life. The Respicaire ElectroStatic ES air
filter uses no foam materials that are vulnerable to degradations, clogging or the restriction of air flow. The
Respicaire ES has high dust holding capacity and low static pressure to help keep your heating and
cooling systems operating efficiently.

The Respicaire ES ElectroStatic Air Filter
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Maintenance
The maintenance of the Respicaire ElectroStatic ES air filter is remarkably easy. Simply remove the filter and
“back wash” it periodically. It is that easy. For customer service call 1-866-876-8044 or 1-416-615-0214.

The Respicaire ES helps remove unwanted airborne particles!
Unit Size

Model Part Code

16“ x 20“

RESPES1620

16“ x 25”

RESPES1625

20” x 20”

RESPES2020

20” x 25”

RESPES2025

Custom NM

RESPESSPNM (size)

Custom EX

RESPESSPEX (size)

Additional sizes available

Dealer

www.respicaire.com

RESPES-BE Respicaire ES

